
 
Tuesday 9/19/2017  

Meeting with CJN and police officer (Matt) 
 
Positive thoughts/what would be nice:  
 

- Matt does like the ability to organize the table view to his liking.  
- Only showing immediate information that is relevant for the officer at that time and 

location.  
- Sharability = key (between officers in same department, AND between department).  
- Like personalzied “just for me” page too.  
- eBriefing information most useful if its set up for Proactivity vs. reactivity.  
- Opeining up warrants page on eBriefing is how Matt starts his day.  
- Likes “ping” idea as long as it’s relevant information to the officer.  
- Would like interdepartment use, but not too much information to be viewable. It can be 

distracting when there is a bunch of stuff going on already in the patrol car.  
- Warrant list is the most useful part of eBriefing. It’s the only list they have. Will check this 

section before starting the day to see if there are any updates or warrants to look out for.  
- Matt does the “roaming car” patrol, so he goes to many different areas and zip codes 

during the day. It would be really helpful to be able to customize the six patrol areas, and 
then get relevant info from what area he is currently in.  

- Proactively knowing the things to look out for in the area that the officer will be in for their 
current shift.  

- It would be really helpful to inform other officers who will be taking over the area, or 
dealing with related issues in the next shift. E.g. finishing up patrol for the day, would like 
to notify night shift cops to check up on a certain location, or provide heads up.  

- Communication between other county’s is really important.  
- Some pages = scroll bar with 60 names. Getting the names that are actually relevant 

and finding the zipcode takes like 15 min. Being able to quickly organize and filter for 
what is relevant would be huge.  

- It would be nice to get “dings” to certain people, giving them a heads up regarding their 
upcoming shift since I have notes from the same area during the day. That way they can 
look out for certain things. It would be like CCing them in an email.  

- Would be nice to transfer knowledge to the next person who might be dealing with an 
issue “be careful about this individual with mental health issues” not dangerous but just 
know they have mental health issues.  

- Matt likes the tile view, and how they are broken up into different folders.  
- Would like to be able send out internal “push”  
- Other people would be likely to use this if they knew what they were looking for too.  
- More consolidation of information would be nice.  
- It would be nice if the layout of the roll call notes were in a format to what they have now 

(1 pg pdf style). 



- Case, date, time, location, associations (gang related?) expiration date is also 
important, related officers (?), IF car involved, type of car. Space for narrative 
(dark black four door car, big wheels.)  

- Conciseness = key.  
- During briefing, can just flip through 1 page PDF style “cards” of what to look out 

for.  
- Can be brief, just need to know what to look out for.  
- Should be able to distribute quickly during roll call (??)  

 
Misc. comments:  

- Current roll call: some word doc that is presented, then sent out and stored in their 
outlook email account. → super hard to search through later if because its in attachment 
form, cant do control + F.  

- Tri-tech is used for their realtime communication.  
- Directed patrol = have shared folder?  
- Roll call - some people don’t have it.  
- Roll call notes can last a range of dates: 3 days - week.  
- Two components: focus on communicating across jurisdictional boundaries and focus on 

communication across people within the department/shifts (moving from day shift to 
night shift).  

- Sometimes, have to make small petty notes too, like “this RV has approval to park here 
for the week”  

- Briefing = more proactive vs. reactive.  
- Admin/sergeant may not need details (just need to put together info), while officers on 

that specific case may need more details.  
- Communication between Scott, Dakota, Hennepin, etc.  

 
Questions:  

- What is it about the entry of the word doc that makes them use the word doc and not the 
eBriefing?  

- Why don’t they use eBriefing for Rollcall? What’s the purpose of typing it up in a word 
doc template instead? Why is that better?  

 
 
Key Takeaways from CJN regarding scope and main ideas:  

- Making data entry easier  
- Improve viewability of information when eBriefing is opened. 
- Remember that there are several levels to of communication to consider: Between 

departments, between individuals within the department, and personal (me/my patrol 
area for my shift).  

- “Just my district” “just my department” “just my area” “just me”  
- Ideas: “my briefing page” → helpful for individual officer, “city briefing page” → helpful to 

chief or higher ups (?) 



- The idea of easy “drag and drop”  
- How to get off the roll call template and move that onto ebriefing → key point  
- Make it easy to filter, read, and digest.  
- Currently, eBriefing has a lot of info that’s helpful but it’s hard to find and filter through. 

Some how make this intuitive and easy.  
 


